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Microsoft Fabric - Drives
Business Decisions
At BlitzAdvisy, we know that you are aiming to get
more value and efficiency by seamlessly integrating
your various data systems for quicker, smarter, and
connected insights.

So,  what about Microsoft Fabric?



Power Your Data Potential
From data integration and engineering to business intelligence and real
time analytics, Microsoft Fabric enables data professionals to host your
analytics workloads in a SaaS-based, lake-first solution - eliminating your
organizational siloes! 

What do we see?
One in two organizations are seeking to automate workflows to
decrease errors and improve customer satisfaction
Leaders increase investment in data and analytics

Is this you? Let’s check out what Microsoft Fabric is!



Fabric
4 things

01

Data Governance
Manage your data smartly and safely. Use data
governance to make sure your analytics are secure and
scalable, helping your team find and use data when they
need it, simply and efficiently.
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03

Data Analytics Models
Create custom analytics models to fully use your data.
Make machine learning and AI models directly where
your data lives, without moving it. Allow data scientists
to analyze big data quickly using familiar tools and
languages.

Single Source of Truth
Create a central hub for easy analysis by merging cloud and on-
prem data. Manage your data effectively, paving the way for
advanced analytics. Simplify processes and help your data
engineers develop analytics tools quickly.

Advanced Analytics Growth
Provide your data professionals with powerful, user-friendly analytics
tools for quick, real-time insights. Build intelligence across applications
for improved decisions and significant change.
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4 things

Connected
Intelligence

01

Empower every Microsoft 365 user

02

03

Role-specific tools

Lake-centric and open

So?

Persistent governance and security04



Microsoft Fabric Does It All - 
In a Unified Solution



Let’s talk on
Teams

Book Your
Introduction

Chat on
WhatsApp

Talk Soon, Thank You

Connect

What’s Next?
An end-to-end analytics platform that brings together all the data
and analy tics tools that you need to go from your data lake to
your business users and customers.
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